Find Your Spirit at Prairie Circle - Our Own UU Logo

The flaming Chalice is the symbol of the Unitarian Universalist Association. Many UU Congregations have created their own stylized version of this symbol, incorporating all the meaning of the Chalice and the intersecting circles with their own individual roots.

In our Prairie Circle Symbol:

The two intersecting circles represent our own UU beginning. The Unitarian and Universalist merger took place in 1961 and since that time the individual circles from the two original denominations have been forever intertwined.

The Chalice is represented by the cup holding the seed head/flame.

The flame is the light of truth we seek. The Indian Grass seed head as the flame speaks to us from multiple dimensions:

- The Prairie – the land
- The Fire – we note that Prairies need fire to be healthy vital ecosystems.
- This grass grows as we do from earth, air, fire and water.
- The Seed – germination, promise, hope, and the wonder of all seeds that they contain an unseen whole that will emerge.